A NOTE ON  ORNAMENTS
following Mr. H. Kelson Wright in his Catalogue of the Mughal Coins in the Indian Museum these marks on Mughal coins have been called ornaments, but they are to be distinguished from any devices which form' part of the general ornamental designs which appear on many coins. What the exact purpose of these special marks was has not yet been determined, but that the changes in these marks had some special significance in connexion with the mint seems obvious, and we have one piece of evidence showing what in Shah 'Alain's reign in the Bareli mint the significance of some of these marks was. In Mr. Thurston's article in the J.A.S.B., 1893,' Note on the History of the East India Company Coinage', p. 66, occurs this passage: ' It appears from a report by Mr. Seton that the system of farming the Baraili mint was abolished in 1802. No alteration was introduced into the standard of the rupee, except that, to mark the period at which the change of system took place, the Persian letter ~ (the first letter of the late Sufcah Husain 'All Khan) was discontinued and j (w) substituted in compliment'to the Lieutenant-Governor' (sic); cf. coins • Nos. 4643-4645.
Certain marks have long been recognized as.relating to special dynasties or communities. M 80, the ankus, for example, is a Marathi mark.1 M 268, M 102 show the control of the Nawab Wazirs of Awadh. Other marks were adopted by certain mints for long periods irrespective of changes in the mint management, M 96, 97 for example by Shahjahanabad, M 81 by 'Azlmabad. -Another use of these marks may have been to protect the coinage against forgery by continually changing them. The East India Company we know employed private marks for this purpose.2 But without wishing to over-emphasize the importance of these ornaments, it has seemed advisable to make the accompanying 'list as complete as possible, for the use of the future student, and also for the general help they give in deciphering defective coins.
Owing to the fact that Mughal die-cutters cut each die by hand there exist numberless varieties of some mint marks; in long series of coins bearing the same mark this mark is very liable to degenerate
1	Cf. 1ST. S. XXII, § 125.    The Post-Mughal Coins of Ahmadabad.
2	Thurston, ibid., p. 62.

